
 

THETAHEALING® MEDICAL INTUITION: 

SEVEN PLANES OF EXISTENCE 

There are Seven Planes (or Realms) of Existence in which All-That-IS, in Its limitless expression as 

Creation, just IS. It is important to understand these Planes in order to clarify why and where our beliefs, 

programs, contracts, commitments, initiations and healings originate. We operate physically, emotionally, 

mentally and spiritually as part of and connected to all the Planes. Every Plane is working in our body in 

complete harmony to create life at all times. Every Plane operates within this Third Plane, where we, as 

humans, reside.  

Why do ThetaHealers® go to the 7th Plane to view and witness first?  Each Plane has an increasing 

movement of atomic structure. Our human body vibrates at a certain rate; and if we travel to or do 

healings from a particular realm, it makes it difficult for the body to keep up.  Going to the 7th plane first:  

              * eliminates ego and sickness 

              * allows us to witness healings w/o distress or hardship on our body 

              * allows us to know the Highest Truth  

              * aligns us to travel to any Plane so that we can move between the Planes with consciousness and 

communicate with         

                  physical elements.  

              * stops us from being committed or obligated to the laws or rules of other Planes of Existence   

 

http://www.thetahealing.com/
http://www.thetahealing.com/


 

The First Plane of Existence: is where molecules come together 

to form non-carbon based matter. This is the Mother Earth power. 

Examples of the 1st Plane elements are rocks, minerals, crystals, and 

Earth (soil). Taking mineral supplements such as calcium and 

magnesium, are provided from this Plane and give support to our 

physical structure/bodies. Water, which exists and works on the first 

three planes, is charged from electrons created at the 6th Plane.  

 

  

 

The Second Plane of Existence: is the first time the molecules 

coalesce with carbon.  This Plane includes Organic matter-- plants 

(live off Light and air and are highly evolved), herbs, trees, vitamins, 

viruses, bacteria, mold, yeast, and fungus. A sacred dance is created 

between the Plant Beings along with the Earth/Air Spirits to 

interconnect between the First and Third Plane of Existence. As 

mentioned from the First Plane, water resonates at this level and the 

first and third plane. 

 

 

 

 The Third Plane of Existence: is an illusion, the reality being 

what we, as humans, create in it. It is playground to work with 

emotions, passion and creative thought forms. It is a place to learn 

to control our thoughts and master our fears as fear is the only 

thing that keeps us thinking that we are bound to this illusion and 

separate from All-That-Is. The more beliefs we change through All-

That-IS, the faster we can shift through all the Planes freely, no 

longer bond by Karma (the Law of Cause and Effect from the 6th 

Plane). Animals also exist in this Plane.  

  

 

 

Between Third and Fourth: is where waywards (discarnate spirits) 

get "stuck" between the Earth and the electromagnetic grid/energy 

(again, part of the Laws of Universe--6th plane).  

 



 

 

 

 The Fourth Plane of Existence: is where totems (animal 

spirits), shapeshifters, and many ancestors' spirits reside. People 

who work constantly on this Plane are called Shamans. It is the 

plane where the soul waits to take form again (reincarnate) and 

genetic beliefs get passed on.  

     Many limiting belief systems come from this Plane. 

"I have to give up my senses--eyes, ears, voice etc--to heal."  

"I have to suffer to learn/grow."  

"The more power I get, the weaker my body becomes."  

 

 The Fifth Plane of Existence: is the astral plane based in 

dualism--of both love and fear, where the battle of good and evil 

(or extreme adversity) is fought and replicated on the Third Plane. 

It is a very divided realm with a clear separation between the 

"Upper" and "Lower" aspects of this realm. There are the High 

vibratory energies who live at the "Upper spectrum" like the 

Higher Self, Gods, Goddesses, Guardian Angels, Legions of 

Celestial Angels, Master Angles, Guides, Christ, Buddha, Jehovah, 

Yahweh, Heavenly Mother and Father, and the Councils of 12 

(heads of soul family gatherings). Then there are the "lower" 5th 

Plane realms of the Fallen Angels, demons, nephilums, Satan, 

Belzabub etc. Ancient history commitments such as Oaths and 

Vows of poverty, chastity, celibacy are found on this Plane.  

     Examples of beliefs from this Plane are: trading one's power for 

another, having to prove oneself right or battle against an 

opposing force with sacrifice.  

"Transitions have to be dramatic/ hard/ difficult."  

"I have to be alone to be close to God"  

"I have to suffer to prove myself to God."  

"I have to punish myself to grow and progress."  

" I have to sacrifice my life to save the world." 

"I have to sacrifice myself to know I'm loved by others."  

"I need pain to gain." 

"I go through hell and high water to live each day." 

"I have to battle evil."  

"I'm a warrior/warrioress that has to fight for God."  



 The Sixth Plane of Existence: involves the Laws of Creation which 

regulate and balance the very fabric of Creation-pure Truth and 

accountability without any polarity or adversarial position. There are 

billions of Laws some of which are Light (color), Sound (tone), Karma 

(cause and effect), Attraction, Justice, Wisdom, Balance, Gravity, 

Magnetics, and Electricity. This Plane also includes the formation and 

awareness of numbers, which can be expressed as patterns and symbols 

(astrology and numerology).  Under the Law of Time is actually 

Dimensions, sacred geometry, and the Akashic Records. There is no Law 

of Love as Love just IS. 

 

 The Seventh Plane of Existence: IS Pure Love, Always Conscious 

and the Highest Truth. It just IS. IT was. IT will always be. The realm of 

The Creator, All-That-Is, ALL of Creation creates all the other Planes as 

IT exists throughout everything. In ThetaHealing, we have been given a 

meditation that allows us to 'remember' our connection to this All-That-

Is-Creation, as there is no possible way we were or have ever been 

disconnected from IT. Yet, it's one of our greatest fears that show up in 

the belief work. The more people who tap into the Group Collective 

Consciousness to witness change at this Seventh Plane, the easier it will 

be to shift human consciousness. We can evolve together and have 

instantaneous healings all the time.  

For a visually beautiful meditation that will guide you to the 7th plane of existence watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIDke07S5Is 

The Advanced Theta Workshop goes into expanded details about the Seven Planes of Existence, how they 

operate, how we have used them and can now work with them differently. The workshop will assist each 

student in strongly connecting to the Seventh Plane to clear the beliefs and programs that keep us bound 

to the other Planes due to contracts, vows, oaths or promises. Freedom becomes encoded as staying 

present in Creator-of-ALL's perspective with love and compassion.  

http://www.thetadnaactivation.com/medical2.html 

http://www.thetadnaactivation.com/resources1.html#jump06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIDke07S5Is
http://www.thetadnaactivation.com/workshops.html#jump03

